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OVERVIEW
MISSION
The mission of iBall National Pro Combine is to provide global exposure, education, and training to elite free agent
basketball players seeking a world class opportunity to build and sustain careers in professional basketball.
SCOUTING MATERIALS
The iBall Profile is an online professional basketball resume. It is used to
communicate players’ abilty, allowing for quick and easy access to player scouting
and contact information. Combine video and stats are recorded and uploaded to the
website to be shared with GM's, agencies, coaches, and other management before,
during and after the pro combine.

HOW TO USE THIS REPORT
Top players are recognized by AllCombine Team Selections. Best overall players (1st, 2nd & 3rd Team) and Top athletes
(Allathletic team). Click player names to open full scouting resume. Use the email button to contact the player and/or
agent directly or request more information at info@iballunited.com.
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ATHLETIC TESTS
MAXOUT Professional Athletic Trainers conduct structured tests to evaluate player speed and acceleration, vertical
jumping ability, and lateral movement.
PICK AND ROLL PROFICIENCY
The pick and roll is a set that is very common to professional basketball. Controlled skills sessions are conducted to teach
and evaluate a number of variations of the pick and roll.
TOURNAMENT
The combine tournament showcases individual play within the confines of team structure. We conduct a competitive
tournament, with 2 games guaranteed, so all players have a chance to showcase their ability to lead their team to win the
national combine championship.
PERSONAL EVALUATION
Select players conduct 1on1 evaluations by professional coaches providing a deeper look at player individual skill and
basketball intellect. In addition, players are critiqued on character, work ethic, and ability to contribute positively to a
winning team.
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MVP
SHAQUILLA CURTIS (SG SF, 5ft 9in / 175.3cm, 140 lbs / 63.5kg)
Shaquilla Curtis impressed scouts with the most dominant and complete allaround game.
Spanish coach Guillermo Arenas commented, “Her first step is ‘impressionante.'” Curtis uses
her length and athleticism on both ends of the floor. C
 urtis’ physicality, workmanship, and
attitude allow her to be a superior defender. After coaching her in the Allstar game, iBall
Scout Alessandroni commented, “She never takes a play off, has a fantastic attitude, and her
amazing attitude makes her extremely coachable.”
Curtis w
 as the #1ranked athlete according to stats by MaxOut. She led all players in both
lateral lane shuttle (3.73 seconds) and multidirectional movement (6.71 seconds).  Curtis
also ranked 2nd in vertical jump logging a high of 25.5″. A solid rebounder at the guard
position, Curtis r anked 2nd overall in rebounds with 7.6 per game. She ranked 4th in scoring
(12.0 ppg) and tied for a gamehigh 13 points in the Allstar game. In the combine
semifinal, C
 urtis logged an impressive doubledouble, with 17 points and 13 rebounds.
At American University, C
 urtis led her team to the 2015 Patriot League Championship, being named the 2015 Patriot League
Defensive Player of the Year and earning a berth to the 2015 NCAA Tournament. Curtis averaged just under 8 points per game and
shot better than 42% from 3point range.
Rankings: #4 -Points (12.0 /gm) #2 -Rebounds (7.6 /gm) #12 -Assists (1.4 /gm) #3 -Steals (1.0)

#7 -Reach (92 in ) #1 -Athleticsm
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1ST TEAM
BIANCA DUFELMEIER (PG SG,5ft 6in / 167.6 cm,130 lbs / 58.9 kg)
Bianca Dufelmeier is a complete allaround player, with excellent court vision and outstanding
shooting ability. She is a knockdown 3point shooter who can score from deep in bunches and
with deep range from beyond 22ft / 6.5m and a quick release. As a floor general and playmaker,
Bianca is a natural leader who controls the flow of the offense and communicates and reads the
game extremely well. Coupled with great ball handling, she uses onball screens to create her
shot or expose seams in the defense always looking score or put teammates in good position to
make the right pass for a scoring opportunity. B
 ianca also moves well without the ball, runs the
floor, and leads the fast break to create scoring opportunities for herself and others. Defensively,
Bianca is a strong onball defender that makes hustle plays often diving on the floor for loose
balls.
Rankings: #3 -Points (11.6 /gm) #7 -Rebounds (5.2 /gm) #3 -Assists (2.4 /gm) #23 -Steals (0.2 /gm)

#9 -Reach (90 in) #6 -Athleticism

JERRIA BROWNMCDANIEL (PG SG SF, 5ft9in/175.3cm, 160lbs/72.5kg)
Jerria BrownMcDaniel is an athletic and highly skilled guard with a high basketball IQ and great
feel for the game. Her slashing and finishing ability is superior, excellent body control and a
quick first step to get to the rim and score in traffic. A good shooter from beyond 20 feet (6m),
she uses a mix of shot and ball fakes and solid ball handling moves and footwork attack the
interior of the defense. B
 rownMcDaniel has a strong 12 dribble pullup and solid mechanics
and footwork in the post. Defensively, BrownMcDaniel is a good onball defender and shows
quick footwork and strength that she uses to disrupt the flow of the game.

Rankings: #11 -Points (7.6 /gm) #17 -Rebounds (2.4 /gm) #13 -Assists (1.4 /gm) #16 -Steals (0.4 /gm)

#7 -Reach (92 in) #6 -Athleticsm
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DEVA’NYAR WORKMAN (SG SF, 5ft 10in / 177.8cm 180lbs / 81.6kg)
Deva’nyar Workman is an all around player who can play multiple positions on both the offensive
and defensive ends of the court on any given possession. Her flexibility on the court allows her
to be designated as the key scorer, rebounder, and playmaker. Her leadership is clear on the
court as she is an effective communicator. Workman is always looking to run the floor. As a solid
defensive rebounder, she will push ball coast to coast and finish very well on the fast break. In
the half court, Workman moves very well without the ball. When attacking off the dribble,
Workman uses hesitation dribbles effectively, leverages an inside cross well and can finish with
contact strong to the rim.
Rankings: #4 -Points (11.0 /gm) #8 -Rebounds (5.0 /gm) #2 -Assists (2.6 /gm) #2 -Steals (1.4 /gm)

#4 BRIANA

#8 -Reach (90.5 in) #8 -Athleticism

BROWN (SG SF, 5ft 8in / 172.7cm, 150lbs / 68.0kg)

Briana Brown is a strong and intelligent swing player that excels at both the guard and forward
positions and can affect the game in a multitude of ways on both offense and defense. On
offense, Briana is powerful when attacking the rim and a has a soft shooting touch from beyond
20 feet (6.25). Defensively, Brown is always in the right position, reads the passing lanes
extremely well and is extremely talented on the ball, making deflections and creating steals. A
great passer, Briana picks the correct pass to make and delivers pinpoint passes. B
 riana
rebounds the ball very well and her strong frame helps her to complete plays by finishing with
contact.
Rankings: #7 -Points (9.3 /gm) #4 -Rebounds (5.8 /gm) #5 -Assists (2.0 /gm) #1 -Steals (1.5 /gm) #10 -Reach (89.5 in) #13 -Athleticism
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2ND TEAM
SHAUNEIA MCPHEARSON (PG SG SF, 5ft 7in/170.2cm,150lbs/ 68kg)
Shaunea McPhearson has many strong attributes to her game. She has an athletic, strong build
which helps her to dominate at the guard position. An all around scorer and when the game is
close, she is reliable to have the ball in her hands. McPhearson is a great communicator on
defense and makes stops to start a fast break and push the ball up the court. One quality
characteristic about S
 hauneia is that she is a great leader on and off the court. This compliments
her high basketball IQ very well as players around her benefit from her complete knowledge of
the game.

Rankings: #1 -Points (14.4 /gm) #24 -Rebounds (0.8 /gm) #21 -Assists (0.6 /gm) #16 -Steals (0.4 /gm)

#11 -Reach (89 in) #4 -Athleticsm

SHAMIKA SINGLETON (SF PF, 6ft / 182.9cm 160lbs / 72.5kg)
Shamika Singleton is an overall player able to display skill at both ends of the court. She has a
long and strong build which helps her to be able to bang in the post and make it difficult for
anyone matched up against her. She is a solid finisher at the rim and she displayed a soft, nice
mid range jumper. With range beyond 20ft (6.25m), and the ability to put the ball on the floor,
Shamika is a difficult matchup for stationary bigs that are slow of foot. S
 ingleton is a solid
defensive player who challenges shots at the rim. She players her role very well and is also a
great communicator with teammates.
Rankings: #13 -Points (7.0 /gm) #5 -Rebounds (5.6 /gm) #24 -Assists (0.2 /gm) #3 -Steals (1.0 /gm)

#2 -Reach (97 in) #5 -Athleticism
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TASHA CANNON (SG SF, 5ft 7in / 170.2cm, 170lbs / 77.1kg)
Tasha Cannon is a very strong, complete player. She displays superior footwork when driving to
the lane, using pivots and up and under moves to finish plays. Cannon is very athletic and
consistently finds seams in the defense. She plays within her capabilities and is a good
decisionmaker and teammate, carving out a role and playing to her strengths. Tasha is
dominant on the offensive and defensive glass, often out working taller players to to grab
rebounds and power back up to the basket. She runs the floor well, and has a good 12 dribble
pullup.

Rankings: #5 -Points (10.6 /gm) #3 -Rebounds (6.0 /gm) #7 -Assists (1.8 /gm) #3 -Steals (1.0 /gm) #9 -Reach (90 in) #17 -Athleticism

TONISHA SANDERS (PG, 5ft 6in / 167.6cm, 155lbs / 70.3kg)
Tonisha Sanders fulfills all of the right attributes of a winning point guard, which she displayed at
the 2016 iBall National Pro Combine, leading her team to the combine championship. S
 anders
has excellent court vision when pushing the ball up the floor and also when running sets in the
half court offense. She loves to attack the lane and will body anyone in her path to the basket.
Tonisha shows a high level of both physical and mental toughness. She is a great floor general
and all around shooter with the ability to pull up anywhere inside the arc. Sanders also has range
beyond 20 ft (6.25m) and is a knockdown 3point shooter, which she displayed consistenty in
games and alsso by outclassing all combine players (men and women) in the iBall Healthy
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Families Shootout Competition. Thanks to Sanders, The Strive Initiative, a local 501c3, was awarded $1000.
Rankings: #9 -Points (8.4 /gm) #15 -Rebounds (3.2 /gm) #8 -Assists (1.8 /gm) #16 -Steals (0.4 /gm)

#16 -Reach (86 in) #4 -Athleticism

SHAUQUNNA COLLINS (PG, 5ft 4in / 162.6cm, 155lbs / 70.3kg)
Shauqunna Collins exudes confidence and brings a swagger, grit, and both mental and physical
toughness to her style of play. She draws contact and finishes well when driving through the lane.
Collins shows phenomenal court vision and is very good at pushing the ball up the court after a
defensive stop. Shaqunna is a great passer, and puts players in scoring position with sharp and
crisp passes both with the floor spread and in traffic when attacking the rim. With great leadership
abilities, she runs the offense smoothly. Shauqunna locks up on defense and is constantly
anticipating for steals.
Rankings: #12 -Points (7.5 /gm) #10 -Rebounds (3.8 /gm) #1 -Assists (3.5 /gm)  #24 -Steals (0.0 /gm)

#19 -Reach (82.5 in) #7 -Athleticism

3RD TEAM
KENYA MIDDLEBROOKS (SG, 5ft 8in / 172.7cm 150lbs / 68.0kg)
Kenya Middlebrooks has an allaround skillset, with a number of key specialties in her arsenal. She is
able to get to the rim and finish, and equally has the ability to knock down shots from beyond 20 ft
(6.25m). Kenya does a great job moving without the ball to get open shots. She aslo handles the ball
very and can drive to the basket. Her shot is not rushed or out of control, and with excellent shot
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selection, she squares to the rim and takes and makes good shots. Middlebrooks has great vision as well as good leadership
qualities that make her a complete guard.
Rankings: #18 -Points (5.5 /gm) #11 -Rebounds (3.5 /gm) #6 -Assists (2.0 /gm) #3 -Steals (1.0 /gm)

#8 -Reach (90.5 in) #11 -Athleticism

MARINA FOX (PF C, 6ft 2in / 188cm, 230lbs / 104.3kg)
Marina Fox is an excellent role player that excels as she gains familiarity with her teammates and the
competition on the court grows stroger. At iBPC16, Fox continued to improve each and every time she
stepped on the court, grabbing more rebounds on both the offensive and defensive ends. On offense,
she converts offensive boards in to points and shows nice body control and touch in the lane. Marina
finishs well with righthand jump hooks and also displays the ability to shoot with consistency from 15ft
(4m).
Rankings: #6 -Points (9.5 /gm) #6 -Rebounds (5.5 /gm) #23 -Assists (0.3 /gm) #9 -Steals (0.8 /gm) #1 -Reach (97.5 in)  #19 -Athleticism

LACEY VOKT (PG, 5ft 7in / 170.2cm 165lbs / 74.8kg)
Lacey Vokt is a floor general that displays great leadership characteristics, encouraging teammates
both on and off the court. She has a good knowledge of the game as well as a good knowledge of her
role as a point guard. Lacey displays good shot selection, showing that she can knock down 3’s when
given the opportunity and setting up her teammates well with pinpoint passing for players that are in
position to score. V
 okt also shows toughness when driving through the lane and fighting her way to the
basket.
Rankings: #23 -Points (4.8 /gm) #11 -Rebounds (3.5 /gm) #4 -Assists (2.3 /gm) #9 -Steals (0.8 /gm)

#12 -Reach (88.5 in) #9 -Athleticsm
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RAYCHEL SHANNON (PG SG, 5ft 9 in / 175.3cm, 145lbs / 65.7kg)
Raychel Shannon is a very sound guard and when playing the point guard position, she is able to run
the team smoothly. Raychel i s a knock down shooter when decisive. A great team player, Raychel
shows signs of strong leadership characteristics and is very unselfish but shows the ability to score in
pressure situations when her number is called. Overall Raychel has great poise, good communication
skills and a high basketball IQ while on the court.

Rankings: #8 -Points (8.5 /gm) #14 -Rebounds (3.3 /gm) #17 -Assists (1.0 /gm) #20 -Steals (0.3 /gm)

#11 -Reach (89 in) #15 -Athleticism

CHARRON JOHNSON (SF PF, 5ft 9 in / 175.3cm 150lbs / 68.0kg)
Charron Johnson is a very athletic and high energy player that has a nose for the ball, scrapping for
rebounds on defense as well as offense. She does a very good job at grabbing boards with both hands
and can out jump just about anyone that goes up with her. On offense, Johnson attacks the basket off
the dribble to finish at the rim and can knockdown the occaisional jumpshot. An excellent and very
strong defensive player, C
 harron uses her strong build, and amazing athleticism to dominate her
opponent.

Rankings: #10 -Points (7.8 /gm) #2 -Rebounds (7.5 /gm) #14 -Assists (1.3 /gm) #9 -Steals (0.8 /gm) #6 -Reach (92.5 in) #2 -Athleticism
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ALL ATHLETIC TEAM

#19 S
 haquilla
Curtis
5’9
SG SF

#29 C
 harron
Johnson
5’9
SF PF

#30 S
 ade Tutson
5’5
SG SF

#20 S
 hauneia
McPhearson
5’7
PG SG SF

#24 T
 onisha
Sanders
5’6
PG

Overall
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Rank
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Reach

92 in

7
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6

86 in

16

89 in
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86 in

16

Vertical

25.5 in

2

28.5 in

1

24 in

3

22 in

7
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8

Shuttle

3.73 sec

1

3.81 sec

2

3.83 sec

3

3.91 sec

6

3.73

1

Multi

6.71 sec

1

7.45 sec

14

6.9 sec

5

6.88 sec

4
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STATS LEADERS
POINTS

REBOUNDS

Name
HT
Shauneia
57
McPherson
Shaquilla Curtis 59

POS AVG
PG SG 14.4
SF
SG SF 12.0

Name
HT
Shaquilla Curtis 59

POS AVG
SG SF 7.6

Charron Johnson 59

Bianca
Dufelmeier
Deva’Nyar
Workman

PG SG 11.6

Tasha Cannon

58

PG SG 7.5
SF
SF PF 6.0

Briana Brown

58

SG SF 5.8

56

510 SG

11.0

ASSISTS
Name
Shaqunna
Collins
Deva’Nyar
Workman
Bianca
Dufelmeier
Lacey Vokt

STEALS
Name
Briana Brown
Deva’Nyar
Workman
Kenya Evans
Kenya
Middlebrooks

HT
POS AVG
58 SG SF 1.5
510 SG
1.4
52
58

PG SG 1.0
SG
1.0
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PG
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SG

2.6
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Click to Download the FULL STATS SHEET

GAME VIDEO
Game

Youtube Link

1

https://youtu.be/EexQFN64uCc

2

https://youtu.be/vT8Ll0v9Aow

3

https://youtu.be/oAtJriK0Gz8

4

https://youtu.be/RcVhqlD7uBI

5

https://youtu.be/anJTBSDAlc

6

https://youtu.be/EexQFN64uCc

Championship

https://youtu.be/9DPCHyRyWpw

AllStar Game

https://youtu.be/FdH69mTCcr8
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PLAYER LIST

Jersey #
1

2

3

4

Player Name

Ht

Pos

Experience

State

Recent Team

Agent /
Agency

Key Stats /
Awards

Jazmine Trody

Ashley Pledger

Bianca Dufelmeier

Briana Brown

56

56

58

PG SG

NCAA D3

PG SG

SG SF

NCAA D1

NJ

College of Saint
Elizabeth

AL

University of
Alabama at
Birmingham

CT

Senior Year
(2016) P/PG:
14.0, RB/PG:
4.2, AST

St. John's
University

Senior Year:
FG%  43.1
3PT%  38.5
FT%  81.9

6

Ciara Andrews

59

PG SG

NCAA D1

PA

Saint Joseph's
University

Ranks 23rd
alltime in career
scoring with
1,042 points.

7

Courtney Moore

52

SG

NA

NJ

NA

NA

FrancisMarion
University

FMU: Peach Belt
AllConference
200809...

8

Ebony Allen

511

SG SF

NCAA D2

MD
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9

Javana Bernard

54

PG

NAIA
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CT

Fisher College

All time leader in
points at Fisher
College with
1,831
970 Career
Points, 694
Career
Rebounds,..

10

Jerria Brownmcdaniel

59

PG SG
SF

NAIA

MD

Washington
Adventist
University

11

Kenya Evans

52

PG SG

High School

CT

Trumbull High

12

13

Kenya Middlebrooks

Keyanna Tate

58

510

SG

PG SG

14

Lacey Vokt

57

PG

15

LaCreasha Sellers

59

PG SG

16

Paige Bell

61

SG SF

NCAA D1

OH

NCAA D1

MD

NCAA D3

IO

Youngstown State
College

11pts, 2asst,
1steal, 3
rebounds Made
7 3s 4 times ..

Glenville State

Led the Lady
Pioneers in
scoring with 18.2
points per ...

Buena Vista
University

20152016
Team Captain
Team leader in
Defensive ..

CA

na

17

Raychel Shannon

59

PG SG

NCAA D2

NY

Queens College

ECC Conference
Champions
201415 ...

18

Shamika Singleton

60

SF PF

Int'l Pro

TX

Atomeromu KSC
Szekszard

FG%: 48.8,
FT%: 74.1,
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Rebs: 6.1, Stls:
2.3

19

20
21

22
23

24

Shaquilla Curtis

Shauneia McPhearson
Tasha Cannon

Taylor Shade
Tityana Miller

Tonisha Sanders

25

Vanessa Harris

26

Brittany Smith

27

Xzabria Adams

59

SG SF

57

PG SG
SF

58

55
510

56

52

SF PF

PG SG
SF

PG

PG SG

NCAA D1

NCAA D2
NCAA D2

NCAA D1
NCAA D2

US Semi Pro

MD

American
University

20142015
NCAA
Tournament
Appearance, ..

IL

Georgian Court
University

1st team All
Region All State
All Conference

NJ

Newman
University

15.9 PPG 9.4
RPG

FL

Florida
International
University

Led team in
scoring as a
senior (13.7 ppg,
11th in CUSA).

IN

Saint Joseph's
college

2 PPG 2 RPG

Indianapolis Blue
lightning

GLVC All
Defensive Team
award Mental
Toughness ...

Herkimer County
Community
College

MVP, All
mountain valley
conference
player, first..

IN

JUCO

CT
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28
29

Shauqunna Collins
Charron Johnson

30

Sade Tutson

31

Stephanie Duvall

32

Sharay Hall

33

Briana Seda

34

36

37

54

Deva'Nyar Workman

Janasie Simpkins

Yanika Francis

PG

NCAA D1

PG SG
SF

NCAA D2

54

57

Fresno State

86 assist
201516 season

Oklahoma
Panhandle State
University

AllHeartland
Conference
Honorable
Mention

Duquesne

2016 WNBA Top
50 Draftee List,
14.3 PPG

NJ

Lackawanna
College

NJCAA
ALLAMERICAN
Third Team,
2011
AllRegion..

NY

Mohawk Valley
Community
College

PA

Philadelphia
university

CA

57

510
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FL

SG

PG

PG SG

38

Bria Young

56

G

39

Champagne Hazel

57

G

56

Marina Fox

62

C

NCAA D1

PA

JUCO

NCAA D3

NCAA D2

NJ

n/a

VA
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AllAmerican
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